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uy One, Get One Free (BOGO) offers are everywhere but are they really
winning at the cash register? How does a BOGO or discount influence
shopper behavior? AMG reveals the answers about how these
promotions by CPG companies and retailers influence shopper behavior.

Which of the following promotions have you ever taken advantage of?
93%

Buy One, Get One Free
74%

Get One Item 50% Off
51%

Buy One Item, Get A Different Item Free

79%

Money Discount (Cents Or Dollars) Off One Item
Meal Deal – for example, purchase pizza,
salad, dessert and drink for one low price
Buy multiple items from manufacturer
and receive $ off next shopping trip
None Of These

49%
46%
4%

Shoppers Want Free Not Cheap
Which of the following promotions
do you like most?
1.2%

1.7%
Buy One, Get One Free
Get One Item 50% Off

17.7%

Buy One Item, Get A
Different Item Free

3.7%

Money Discount (Cents
Or Dollars) Off One Item

9.6%
66.1%

Meal Deal – For Example,
Purchase Pizza, Salad,
Dessert And . . .
Buy Multiple Items From
Manufacturer And
Receive $ Off Next . . .
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The AMG Shopper Panel found that 66% of
shoppers prefer BOGO free promotions versus
other promotions. Some of the responses
about BOGOs included: “I like free stuff” and
“Seems like I’m getting more.” Additionally,
shoppers’ preferences for promotions wane as
the offers get more complicated. Meal deals and
purchasing multiple items to get a discount at
a later time are among the least popular offers.

BOGO Psych 101
In a study from Dan Ariely’s book Predictably
Irrational, consumers were given the option to
purchase a Hershey Kiss for one penny or a “better”
piece of chocolate for 26 cents. Sixty percent paid
for the “better” chocolate. When both prices were
dropped by one cent so the Hershey Kiss was
offered free and the “better” chocolate was 25
cents, 90% chose the FREE Hershey Kiss.
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Do you ever feel that sales or
promotional incentives (like coupons)
make a product feel lower in quality?
5.8%
7.9%
I never feel
that way

Incentives Don’t Make a
Product Feel Lower in Quality
Bucking the traditional belief that promotional offers can
erode a product’s perceived value, the AMG Shopper Panel
found that less than 1% of shoppers said promotional
incentives make them have negative feelings toward a brand
or product.

Preferences for BOGO vs. 50% Off
Vary by Category
Although the AMG Shopper Panel found an overall preference
for BOGO offers, the promotional preference varies based on
the category. Generally, less frequently purchased items receive
higher sales lifts when a percentage off or discount promotion
is offered rather than a BOGO.
• Dry grocery categories: BOGO offers achieve higher sales
lifts on average.
• Frozen categories: a 50% off promotion achieves higher
sales lifts on average. Particularly, frozen appetizers sell
better at 50% off versus BOGO.
• Non-food grocery: BOGO promotions produce more than
double the sales lifts.
• Health & beauty category (HBC): Greater sales lifts achieved
with BOGO versus discount promotions.

I rarely feel
that way

16.8%

I sometimes feel
that way

69.5%

I always feel
that way

Recommendations
The modern shopper is challenged by a tight budget and
empowered by more choices than ever before. Acosta’s indepth bi-annual report The Why? Behind The Buy® found:
— 72% of shoppers use lists
— More than 50% of households reported buying
more items on sale
— Nearly 50% stock up on an item when it’s on sale.
However, the psychology of shopping still influences shopper
behavior. BOGO and free promotions are major triggers
for shoppers. CPG companies must understand how BOGO,
free and discount offers influence their own customers’
behaviors. Concerns about devaluing a brand with incentives
and promotional offers should be re-evaluated.

Get the Full Report
This Hot Topics report was based on a proprietary study by AMG Strategic Advisors’ Shopper Panel with 673 consumer respondents
and relevant secondary research. Findings from this report can be used by CPG manufacturers and retailers to design strategic
marketing programs that maximize sales lift. Contact Colin Stewart (cstewart@acosta.com) for a copy of the full report.

About AMG Strategic Advisors
AMG Strategic Advisors, a strategy and insights consulting business unit of Acosta Sales & Marketing, provides world-class integrated
marketing solutions for CPG companies and retailers. AMG Strategic Advisors leverages its retailer relationships and industry experience
to provide best-in-class consulting, brand positioning, shopper and marketing insights, and data analysis to increase sales momentum and
drive ROI. For more information, visit www.acosta.com.
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